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Dean to R:e sign in '
by Mark Scarp

Dean Charles A. Ehren Jr. announced April 3 he is resigning that
post effectiveJuly 1, 1982, marking the
end of a five-year term.
'
Ehren, formerly of the Columbia Law\
School, Northwestern University and
the University of Denver, also announced his intention to remain at
Valparaiso as a full-time faculty
member. He has asked VU President
Robert Schnabel for a one-year leave
of absence after his deconal tetJil
expires in order to prepare for his ~w
role as an instructor.
A Dean Search Committ~ has been
formed by Schnabel, and s chaired by
Prof. Louis F. Bartelt, a .-rmer dean of
the law school.
''On behalf of the Jl{tiversity, I want
to express our gratitude for Dean
Ehren's devoted service as Dean of the
School of Law. He has exercised
significant leade~hip during a critical
period in the hi~ry of our law school.
His deanship will be remembered for
his major c9ntribution to the advancement tit its programs of legal
education ~d expansion of the faculty
while also bringing the school to a
state of financial stability,'' Schnabel
said.
In an interview with The Forum,
Ehren, credited with organizing what
is now the first-year P & P course,
rebutted criticisms of his term in
office by both faculty and students
about his supposed ''invisibility'' to
the law school community.
''I heard quite a bit about, 'The dean
ought to be teaching, the dean ought
to be teaching,' but I didn't have the

time to teach. l do not agree with
some as&essments that have been
made about how I spend my time.
When I was a full-time teacher,
including all of the out-of-class activities in which I was involved, I spent
about 50 to 60 hours a week at it. I
could not have done an adequate job
of teaching a class in anything.
Students know when you · walk up
there (to the lectern) unprepared, and
that's what would have happened if I
(as dean) had to teach something," he
said.
Ehren further recounted several occasions where negotiations with University and American Bar Association
officials were delicate and tricky,
reqUiring his and Schnabel's full
attention.
"For a time, we were dealing with a
critical accreditation matter. The
President and I were reporting to the
ABA every six months,'' he said.
Ehren also cited the large amounts of
work involved in the development of
the physical facilities and other
additions to the school's offerings, the
annual law school budget request, and
dealing with alumni to arrange more
extra-University support for the law
school, all of which kept him pretty
much out of the public eye.
"(Assistant Dean) John Farago has,
as a matter of fact, been my inside
dean. I couldn't do the outside work as
well without his help.'' Ehren said.
The dean added that he receives
complete and regular reports on what
is occurring on the ' 'inside' ' from
Farago and from the :f;resident of the
Student Bar Association. "I also
believe I couldn't do my job well if I
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Dean Ehren pictured here in his off ice , days after
his announced resignation.

didn't know what was going on
inside," he said.
Changes in long-range planning for
the law school could occur under the
new dean, depending on '-'his or h er
sense of his or her own capabilities and
the degree of problems that confront
him or her," Ehren said.
Ehren saw his turning the direction of
his professional life from legal practice
to legal education as a good one, and
did not count out the possibility of
again becoming a law school admin-

istrator.
"I enjoy having the ability and the
influence to get things done,'' he said.
As for his future role as a teacher, the
dean said he looked forward to it. "To
educate a small portion of the future
Bar you have an interest in shap:i.,ng the
law. It doesn't happen too often, but
when you see the light going on in a
student's mind and he comes in and
tells you your ·class was terribly
significant to him, then education is
certainly well worth your while."
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Grievance Meeting

Student Concerns Aired
Mark Scarp
Several law students who appear
unhappy with current ·s tudent-administrative com.municaii challl1els on
issues of vital conce
to the law
school invited Assist t Dean John
Farago to several "st ent meetings"
during this semester.
Questions on tuition in~reases.' financial aid, student input m solvmg law

Asst Dean John Farago responds to student
questions at a highly attended grievance meeting.

school problems, admissions, the curriculum and the long-range expansion
plans for the school were among
several inquiries made at the courtroom meetings, \held March 2 and 3
and April2.
At the meeting on March 2, Farago
began by apologizing for having the
news about next year's more than 10
percent hike in tuition (to $4,850 per
year) appear first in the university
newspaper, The Torch, rather than in
a memo from the Office of the Dean.
He said that he himself was informed
of the hike ''only seven minutes ago.''
(An examination of the archives of
The Forum revealed that Farago
himself wrote an article appearing on
the front page of the April 30, 1980
issue telling last year's law students a
strikingly similar story about the
announcement of the tuition hike for
this year: ''Lot's of people have
recently asked me about next year's
tuition, having learned of it (often
rather abruptly) by reading about it in
The Torch. I apologize for the indirect
form of the announcement, and promise that in the future we will
choreograph things better,'' Farago
said.)
At the March 2 meeting Farago
stated (as he did in his 1980 article)
that the tuition increase was well
below the inflation rate, and that this
year the law school's ordering of
LEXIS would run about $50 per
student, therefore the cost was being
passed on fu the increased tuition. -

Counseling Team
Makes Nationals

-He expressed a ''sad' ' feeling that
' 'Spring fever' ' and a desire to ' 'get
out" of an "overcrowded" law school
might be dominating the minds of
many aggrieved students.
Organizers of these meetings· which
include second-year students Al Pogel,
Liz Cutter and Kathy Otto, claim the
feelings of students go deeper than
that. A clear lack of communication
and an ''us-versus-them'' feeling
among students and faculty is developing, a feeling that should be
thwarted, they said.
At all of the meetings, Farago
answered questions on several topics.
Student attendance ranged from about
30 to as many as 75 at the March 3
meeting.
On April2, Farago was accompanied
by VU Director of Financial Aids David
· Krause, who outlined a much tighter
picture for law student financial aid for
__1~81-_~2 than this year.
Farago pledged to continue having
the ''student meetings'' in an effort to
keep communication lines open. Already, at least two ''wallposters'' have
been published and placed conspicuously around the law school by the
Office of the Dean to keep students
better informed as to law school doings
and faculty decision-making.
Farago also stated he had no objection to having student members of
faculty committees freely report as to
the activities of these committees to
the student body, so long as they did .
not deal with personnel matters

--Karen WfJker
Successful client counseling teams
are becoming a habit at Valparaiso
School of Law.
This year's team of Nancy Notley and
John Mamocha won the regional
competition and was among the six
finalists in the national competition.
The team is advised by Prof. Marcia
Gienapp.
The regional contest was March 6
and 7 in Chicago. Twelve law schools
from Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin
participated. This is the third consecutive year that Valparaiso has won
the regional competition.
The American Bar Association, which
sponsors the client counseling competition, awarded Valparaiso a plaque for
winning· the contest. Also, Notley and
Mamocha got initialed briefcases from
the ABA.
The-·national competition was March
27 in Lansing, Mich. Valparaiso's
team beat Pepperdine University in
the first round to become one of only
six schools in the semi-final round.
The Valparaiso team was then beaten
by Cooley Law School, the host team
for the national contest. The University of Texas was the final winner.
In client counseling competition, the
teams receive relevant facts, then give
initial advice to a person acting as a
client. They also plan further strategy
for the ''client''.
Employment discrimination was the
-topic for this year' s competition. The
5
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Editorials

Law Weak: OK, so Warren Burger couldn't make it... so?
Ate? All they put on my plate and
then some leftovers my friends had
when renowned prosecutor Vinvent
Bugliosi lunched with and lectured to a
group of us Northern Indiana law
students. ·
Danced? So hard and for so long and
with so many the sweat flowed down
my face and neck and back; my blue
suit probably needs two hour martiniz~g for all the body dirt that went into
it at the annual Barrister's Ball.
Laughed? So heartily and so deeply
and so uncontrollably the tears gushed
forth from their ducts until there . were
no more; John Farago might have felt
a pain ,somewhere else at his Delta
Theta Phi-sponsored roasting, but it
wasn 't as great as were the ones in all
of our sides. To have seen Professor
Berner enter the room in the kid-show
host get-up he had on alone was worth
the admission price.
And where were you? This _was the _

most fun-filled, meet-your-fellow-lawstudents-instead-of-compete-withthem week of the academic year. But it
was obvious that dozens less students
chose to sit home with ei\h,er Ted
Koppel on the tube or their casebooks
than in any recent year Law Week
activities have been presented here in
Valparaiso.
Don't give me that. You all saw the
signs. You couldn't miss the chalkboard announcements encircled and
marked with "save"; tickets were on
sale in the lobby for two weeks. And·
don't tell me you had. to study rather
than to take one Friday and one
Saturday in this semester for your soul
instead of for your brain. Hell, all of
your professors were there, getting
pies thrown at them or wearing funny
clothes or dancing all night: they
weren't preparing_ for class.
What was it? Economics? Then this
student body is either of two classes,

very rich and very poor (because
mostly the same people were at all the
Law Week offerings), or it is truly no
excuse. It could be argued that $8.50
here or $5.50 there, or $3 somewhere
else is too much altogether. But the
unchanging faces of the clientele
showed that few pinched pennies to
just attend even one activity.
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The sad and pitiful reality is this: one
of the main reasons Valparaiso stays
out of the pr~stigious list of ''Column

A" law schools in this country is that
its student body doesn't give a flying
tinker's damn. Law Week is just about
the only time of year we can compete
with the year-round smorgasbord of
symposiums, luncheons, speeches,
and purely social events that go on in
the so-called "Top Ten" law schools.
And what do we do? We blow it. And •
,some people wonder why the number
of concerned, hard-working students
·who put on these activities keeps
diminishing: it's because nobody enjoys sacrificing for others when the
others won't even show up.
It's over now. And the lament,
"There's always next year" comes to
mind. Let's hope so. No one bears the
burden· of bettering this law school's
reputation except those who comprise
its community. That's us, gang. This is
one time you can't blame the dean.
Hope all of you who didn't show up
get 85's, for all that's worth.

Martz: 'If I were running the law school, I'd bring the real world in'
When I went to Hugh Martz, our
legal clinic director who was denied
faculty tenure this year, I only wanted
a few quotes, some facts about the
denial of tenure and what Hugh was
going to do with his life now. So I only
brought a pen and paper. I should
have brought a film crew there to
capture Hugh for that time in the
future when I'm ready to get in touch
with what honest-to-God loving and
dedication must be all about.
I've felt the same in bits and pieces ·
in small events of teaching jobs I've
had before law school, but not enough
to carry me pacing back and forth in a
trance in a room of one person asking
me questions and me responding by
preaching to hundreds out of some
spontaneous gut-poaching power of
conviction all the feelings and beliefs
I've honed to a precise, blanketing
perception of what is wrong and what
is right and how I fit into the scheme of
the past seven years of a job (just a
damn job, mind you) and what ·rm
going to carry out there into the rest of
my life because of it and how
something's just not right about the
end of it all just days away.
Hugh's leaving a job about which he
feels like doing that when you ask him
questions. I've never seen a man doing
the same. Maybe_ some ministers,

some court room fantastics or their
theatre clones can mimic the power of
language coming out of nowhere to say
just what's been pounding in a mind
for years but hasn't been broken
through all at one time, but when I see
them do it from now on I'm going to
look at their eyes to see if it's all true.
It's no literary lie; eyes tell the story
and I wish I knew enough about
putting words down to describe
Hugh's when he talked. I just know I
scribbled notes and tried not to see
what was there. Law school's pulling
quite a number on my capacity for
pain; I just hold it off for the time I can
argue it away.
''The guts of any kind of lawyering is
analytic skills. Those are taught in the
first year, with writing and speaking
experience, though these need to be
honed throughout law school.
''Beyond the first year, it is practically a waste to continue to teach in
the socratic method. Most students are
bored to tears because in part it's a
rehash of everything they've been
taught.
"Profs need to develop new techniques of teaching after the first year.
They are frustrated and angered that
the same techniques used in the first
year don't work in the second and
third. The case recital method doesn't

and curriculum should compliment
each other so both prepare students to
deal with clients in the real world.
Absolutely . . . .
''I don't think there are nearly
enough resources devoted to clinical
concepts. There is a difference of
opinion among our faculty as to
whether or not actual case or simulation should be emphasized in a clinic
program. There is room for both. If we
HEIDORN
do away with actual cases, we'd do a
great disservice to our students. You
could have a swim lab to learn all the
strokes and techniques, but you need
to have the water to throw someone in
before he actually learns.
"We've had one of the greatest
ASSOCIATE clinics
in the country considering our
resources. Impact could very well be
"There should-be alternative means
the best in the · country. Students
of evaluation: one's oral skills, the
actually get to argue in the 7th Circuit
ability to grasp more than legal
Court of Appeals. But clearly the clinic
aspects such as psychological factors
hasn't been top notch in getting
of clients, plitical implicatio:Q.s of what • resources in the l ast three or four
you do as a practicing attorney. We years. We've increased the money
don't touch on these in the second or coming into the law school with tuition
increases, but the amount of dollars
third years.
''The legal clinic is the single most spent on clinic has remaiited the same.
important educational program at the We haven't even had an increase for
law school beyond the first year. It is infla~ion .~-"'-· .
an eye opener to the real world. Clinic
should compliment, help carry on a
continued on pg. 9
more :realistic curriculum. Th~ clinic
work. Lecture may work but requires
participation.
''The problem calls for a totally new
approach emphasizing more than
legal analysis. If I were running the
law school, I'd bring the real world in.
Have team coaching, law professors
teaching the theories and practitioners bringing in the real world.
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The Last Hurrah: Hope you enjoyed the flight
Lhave been struggling witht his one ·
for a long time. I thought in preparing
this last :piece that it would be helpful
,to ·see where we've been, where we
were this year and where we are
going. Last year was a fresh start for
the Fol'\lm. The year before, this
publication had been shrouded in a fog
of controvei\Sy as alleged mis-appropriations of fQnds had been made.
Balogh was selected editor the next
year and ran the newspaper on a very
tight budget. Improvements were
made, however. We went to a modular
layout and photographs. were emphasized as nearly every issue included a
photo page.
We were also able to capitalize on a
bit of national news right here in
Valparaiso as Professor Berner ahd the
Pinto trial dominated our front page
for a number of issues. Balogh had a
regular colum.rl, "Editor's Note," Phil
Lemere's cartoons were featured in
each issue and Debby Wildhage
contributed a feature story whenever
her P & P assignmertt(s would allow.
All in all, it was a very clean

publication, Buddy was very careful
about details, and beyond Mike
Drayton's flamming letter to the
editor, ''Student on Dean, Where Do I
Begin ... '' the newspaper was able to
avoid controversy for the most part.
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-rflemrmula was obviously a success·:
The 1979-1980 Forum was selected as
the best law school newspaper in the
Seventh Circuit and Phil Lemere
received national recognition for his
artistic efforts at the ABA/LSD convention. Everything was looking up for
the Forum; most of the staff was
returning from the 1979-80 publication
and early on in the new year a larger
budget was granted to the Forum to

continue the progress that· had been
made the year before.
All systems appeared to be go, but as
the new staff assembled for the task
that lay ahead, grumblings of discontent could be heard both within the
staff and without. ''The Forum was too
stale last year," "There wasn'i
enough comedy or feature articles, ·,
''The Forum was too close to the
administration,'' and perhaps ~he
most telling criticism of all, 'lf.rhe
Forum never took a stand.''
Well, the first two criticism~ were
easy to cure, and seemingly involved
little or no risk. ''Levity and the Law''
by Debby Wildhage waE~ given a
regular feature slot; ''Dear'Third-Year
was added for pure comic relief until
we all began to discover that he really
had something to say, and Dan Avila
was discovered to take the place of
Lemere as a top-notch cartoonist.
Also, the "Bar Review" became a
semi-sober review of local watering
holes and what started out as a regular
recap of national sports turned into
mere boofoonery and fun at the pen of

Ed Biondi.
So far, so go_t>d, but the challenge lay
ahead. The next step risked not only
alienating the Dean and certain segments of the faculty, but also endangering our chan~es of winning another
circuit or yes, perhaps even a national
award. Should the newspaper have
something to say this year? Should it
be the voice of student criticisms and
concerns? Should the Forum even dare
to formulate and lead student opinion
on crucial law school policy and
decisions?
The answer to all of the questions was
· a resounding yes as ''Gradings System
gets a 55'' and ''Elections, What's The
Point?'' began to take the place of
"Who's Who At Valpo" and "3-L
Student Looks Back.'' A new spirit was
engulfing this publication, a spirit that
transcended itself into such articles as
''Kmiec Interview, Intolerable Conditions Cited,'' 'The Problems With
.Perspectives'' and ''Sex Discrimina-

continued on pg. 4
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Protection of human rights
discussed at symposium
Through - International Law.'' Five
speakers were present, offering brief
lectures on their particular expertiseand answering questions from the
audience.
Professor of Law at the University of
Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Laschman Marasinghe spoke on ''The
Effects of Modem Industrial Development on Human Rights,'' highlighting
specific problems in Sri Lanka and
China. Peter Mutharika, Law Professor at Washington University, St.
Louis, discussed the particular problems of human rights within the
political turmoil of South Africa. A
brief outline of United States immigration procedure was offered by
Thomas Scully, a practicing attorney
from Munster. Mr. Scully had
previously been employed by the
Immigration and Naturalization Service.
The luncheon and reception for the
speakers was held in Christ College.
The luncheon speaker, Mr. Gerhard
A. Elston, is the Executive Director of
Amnesty International USA. His
topic, ''Terrorism and Human Rights:
A Crisis for International Law?''
touched on recent problems with
terrorist acts and the impact of certain
~ United States cases dealing with
international terrorism, such as
Filagarta.
All the speakers and the advisors or
Gerhard Elston
the International Law Society, Profs.
Hiller and Brietzke, participated in a
!Laurie Pangle
panel discussion following the individual speeches and the lsncheon.
To encourage international discus- Throughout the day, Valparaiso law
sion and interest at Valparaiso, the students, faculty, and members of the
International Law Society and the University and community were
Latino Law Students Association held present. While sponsored by the
a one day symposium on March 28, students, the Administration, Political
1981. The topic for the first inter- Science Dept., SBA, and ABA/LSD
national program of this type was also assisted in financing the sym''The Protection of Human Rights posium.
'tl
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International Law Panel Discussion

Riot or reform
are prison choices
--Cindy PITTS
The building is 120 years old and
crumbling. It houses hundreds of men
who seldom see the sun.
They live in a place where hot water
is ~onsidered contrab~d-- something
to be bargained for with cigarettes.
They live with the fear of physical and
psychological harassment. Their
bodies are subject to arbitrary searches. Their mail is opened, searched
and held.
But mostly they live without. They
live without adequate food or medical
care. They live in idleness without
work or recreation. And they live
without basic constitutional rights that
most of us consider as just part of our
daily routine.
Some are only allowed one-half hour
of recreation a day and they must
choose between visiting a friend,
walking outdoors or taking a shower.

Then they are expected to spend the
rest of the day --23 1/2 hours -- in their
room.
Such was the list of deprivation and
abuse presented March 31 by Michael
Milsap, Esquire, of Legal Services
Organization in Indianapolis, as he
described the living conditions at
Indiana State Prison, Michigan City.
Milsap spoke as part of Law Week.
Like all Law Week speakers he
brought a message. His was a warning: push" reform or expect riots.
' 'A tremendous tension of potential
riots is ever-present in prisons,'' he
said in his conclusion. Prisoners have
become more educated about their
constitutional rights in the last 15
years, Milsap said. If their living
conditions are not substantially improved through their own efforts to
petition and sue, their frustrations will
explode in destructive ways, he
warned.
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Judge James B. Parsons

Photo by Dan Granquist

District Court Judge
Hosted by BALSA
--Nora Hudson
One of the most inspiring Law Week
activities was the April 1, 1981
presentation by District Court Judge,
James B. Parsons sponsored by the
Black American Law Student Association.
Along with an impressive background which included a BA from
James Milliken University, an MA
from the University of Chicago as well
as an LLD from the University of
Chicago, judge Parsons has years of
legal experience. Having served in the
U.S. Navy and taught at Lincoln
University and the public schools of
North Carolina, he was admitted to
the State Bar in 1949.
Parsons was a partner in the firm
ofGossaway, Crasson, Turner and
Parsons. He was also Assistant
Corporate Council to the City of
Chicago and a United States District
Attorney. Later he was appointed as
the first black to the -united States
District Court for the Northern District
Court of Illinois by John F. Kennedy.
He now presides as Chief Judge of
that Court and was the first black
elected to the Judicial Conference of
the United States.
Judge Parsons spoke chiefly on court
administration. As Chief Judge and
member of the Judicial Conference he
is charged with organizing and making
policy, not only for the U.S. District

Court for the Northern District of
Illinois, but for all the Circuit Courts .in
the United States. As Chief Judge he
did away witht he committee system
and initiated the Liaison Judge system
which has proved to be more effective
and practical. In his capacity as a ·
member of the Judicial Conference,
Parsons along with twenty-one other
Chief Judges has the rsponsibility of
making policy for the Circuit Courts of
the United States.
Parsons informed the students about
the history of the Circuit Courts in the
United States, emphasizing major
change~ which led to the creation of
the Judicial Conference. Parsons also
noted that the courts in the Midwest,
Detroit and Chicago are turning into
super-courts whose filings will exceed
those of New York by 1983.
Because of this expected overflow,
the U.S. District Courts for the
Northem District of Illinois has created
a new position; the District Executive
will be assistant to the chief judge. The
qualifications fm: this position will
include having a J.D.* an MBA,
willing to take a short series of courses
and receive Board Certification. The
interviews for this position will take
place in Chicago on April 30, 1981.
In August Judge Parsons will resign
as Chief Judge because he will be 70,
and the court rules require that the
Chief Judge retire at this age.

C.L.S. Legal Counsel Carl Horn Ill
Speaks on 'Morality and Pluralism'

Photo by Dan Granquist
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we -are practicing law.''
''Even the critiquing is helpful,''
Marnocha said. This type of competition stresses dealing with clients
rather than the legal aspects of law
training.
Gienapp attributes the success of
client counseling at Valparaiso partly
Roscoe were among those who
to the emphasis this school places on
critiqued Notley and Marnocha, along
skills training. The students here are
with last year's team of Jackie Leimer
introduced to the lawyer-client relaand Jeff Eggers.
tionship during their first year and
Marnocha and Notley agree they
become very interested in this type of
received personal benefits from partiCompetition. She said 28 students
cipating in client counseling. ' ·'l?U
tried out for this year's team.
receive the benefits," Marnocb:a srud,
''before you get to the com~tition.''
''This type of competition exposes you
At the national competition, Gienapp
to the practical side of ]Jrw practice.'' '
said a member of the national client
he said. "You learn how to deal with
counseling committee told her what
clients and different situations,''
Valparaiso has accomplished in client
Marnocha added
counseling is ''nothing short of
astounding.''
Marnocha and Notley said they would
Notley said a JUdge complimented
like to thank Gienapp for her advice
them at the- competition on their
and dedication in making client counperformance. ''It made us feel like we
seling a success at Valparaiso.
will be' able to relate to clients when

Client Counseling
continued from pg. 1
areas covered included sex, ethnic,
pregnancy and disability discrimination , plus equal pay and affirmative
action problems.
Marnocha and Notley did considerable research on the topic to prepare
for the competition. They also spent
much time practicing counseling skills
and they were critiqued by numerous
persons.
Besides advisor Gienapp, they were
helped by Prof. Paul Cox, who aided
in the team's study of employment
discrimination. Pat Bodensteiner, a
social worker, helped with counseling
skills. Librarian Matt Downs provided
practice problems for the team and
video taped the practice sessions.
Alternates Cind Horvath and Mark
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Perspectives
.change ....
Law school changes one's entire
pe:rspective. Life itself becomes and
adversarial process. Potential lawsuits
lurk around every comer. Simple
decisions such as ''What shall I have
for dinner?'' are complicated tasks
when one approaches them from a
lawyer's point of view. One needs only
to stop a minute and reflect on his
overall modus operandi to realize that
legal education has a pervasive effect
on his life. To illustrate my point, I
shall offer some examples from my
own experiences of the law spilling
over into my secular being.

year and who was able to put up with
the collection of young democrats that
Q)
I surrounded myself with. Room does
C>
a:s
not allow me to list any others, but I ·
~
continued from pg. 2
would especially like to thank my .
:g
program.
writers for a terrific job, the staff .
tion Revealed In Study. '' A real
In closing, I would lik~ to th~k my
debby ·~
cartoonist (you know who you are) and
attempt was being made to finally face
staff whose collective efforts made ot course special thanks to Southport,
up to some of the real issues and
this publication possible. I would like the Wonder Dog.
Last year, I wrote an essay for the
problems that confronted the law
to thank Dave Heidorn for all of the
At last it is time to put my pen to rest '
school community. Issues such as the
undergraduate yearbook. When the
late hours he put in and his ability to and allow a new editor to take up the
restructuring of the ethics class, the
yearbook came out last spring, I
put up with an editor who voted for challenge. Several changes will be
second semester block scheduling of
discovered a glaring grammatical error
Bonzo. Mark Scarp, who was always made. Current proposals call for the
which the editors and I had missed in
the first-year class, elitism and the law
willing to write another story and who Forum to come out every three weeks
proofreading my masterpiece. Some
review and overcrowding at the law
also doubled as staff priest; Jo_e
and a shift from the current white
impertinent undergraduate noticed my
school 'were some of the major issues
Wolczyk, who turned bad equipment
stock to newsprint is being conlapse and took me to task for it in an
that were dealt with.
into good photos and who sets this
templated. Several new positions are
editorial appearing in the year 's final
It is with this spirit that we approach
year's "Mr. Optimism" award; Joe
being considered and undergraduate
issue of The Torch (V. U. 's version of
our final issue. You will note that we
Taylor,
for
his
unflinching
and
cool
journalism
students may be used to
The National Enquirer). I was neither
have chosen to deal with a number of
mannerisms in a time of crisis and yes
cover the law school beats. Perhaps
given notice of this attack nor an
new issues, such as the grievance
only a glimmer in next year's editor's
opportunity to respond.
meetings with Dean ~arago an.d the · he could even add; Ed Biondi, for his
enthusiasm and eagerness in accepteye, but a law school magazine may be
growing level of consciOusness m the
Needless to say, I was furious . I
ing his new job as sports editor (3
a reality in the not-too-distant future.
contemplated beating this individual
second-year class. Also addressed is
story assignments due in 3 days);
Alas, it was nine months ago that I
senseless with my B.A. in English, but
the controversy involving the school's
Cathy Reid, for her all-night typing referred to a Pheonix that would rise
then the lawyer in me took over.
policy in regards to allowing students
sessions and her ability to take a joke from the ashes of last year's publiInstead, I decided to sue. Visions of
to clerk for prosecutors. Finally, and
from ' 'Dear Third-Year'' ; ' 'Dear Third cation. And now with the passing of . :this journalistic reprobate squirming
most sadly for this reporter, is the
Year'', for providing us with ~ locker
hundreds of assignments and thouunder the threat of financial ruin at the
editorial by Dave Heidorn on Prof.
and for being Amber's favonte colsands of hours, the Pheonix may now
hands of F. Lee Wildhage kept me
Hugh Martz and his decision not to
umn· and finally to Colleen Gunder,
settle down to it's long-deserved rest
entertained for hours at a time. Then I
return to Valpo after seven succ~s.sful
~ho 'was part of the family from last ... I onl ho e ou en'o ed the fli ht.
realized that I probably did not have a
ears as director of the clmical
recognizable cause of action. HowLeffe~totheEditor~~~~~~~~~~~- ever, the recent Burnett v. National
Enquirer decision has given me reto= Marlene Remmert, Jacqueline Jablipsky, Steve Schnells, John
I have borrowed a few lines to Leimer, Timothy Kearn, Scott Schrei- Harms, Andrew Masse, Phil Orzech,
: newed hope.
attempt to express my gratitude to her. Diedre Burgman, Rosalie Levin- Kirby Stewart, Dirk DeCoster, Ray
As I skate into the law building
those who have become even more son, Ed Biondi and the entire library Nash, Steve Bondell, Kirk Feinber~
durin2 the winter months, I wonder
special to me during recent weeks.
whether I'm an invitee, licensee or a
staff, James Cowlin, Mark Smith, Barry and Steve Skahn.
My deepest appreciation and respect Timothy
tresspasser--just in case 1 tall. Anyone
Hillicky, Al Billings, Paul
With variations on a theme, the same
to Ivan Bodensteiner, my mentor. My Leonard, David Holub, David Smelko, was true for each of us.
who looks at me cross-eyed is in
You
thanks and congratulations to Mark Joarine Albers, Mike Troemel, Cheryl, remain a community which has been
danger of being slapped with a suit for
Carberry, Mark Dabrowski, Mary Douglas Kruithof, William Derflinger, and will remain very dear to me.
intentional infliction of emotional disMcKenzie, Fred Siekert and Deb
tress. When someone borrows a
--Kevin L. Scionti
Williamson. And very special thanks Tim Hermann, Tim Caldwell, Richard
pencil, I remind them of the duty of
care required of a gratuitous bailee. I
also throw in a friendly threat regarding the civil and criminal sanctions for conversion. My landlord
. shakes when I walk in the door of his
••• ON FtPR JL 4)
office muttering ''implied warranty of
habitability.''
I q'i? I ,
I have never been the most decisive
person in the whole world and now
that I have discovered that a good
attorney explores an issue from all
angles, I am even worse. When I am
mulling over what to fix for dinner, I
consider such things as ''Am I giving
equal protection to the basic four food
groups?'' and ''Are calories a suspect
class?'' My roommate starves me for
three days in order to avoid arguments
over what to buy at Costa's. When I
am that hungry, I am very decisive.
Getting dressed in the morning
presents yet another decisional dilemna. Slacks are more comfortable,
buf a skirt covers a multitude of sins.
Bright colors attract attention. I avoid
wearing them when I am unprepared
\I I
for class. Some days I just give up and
AS
wear
my sweatsuit, which is sure to
AS
I
DE.AN EHkEN INro~eMs
draw comments from my friends like
"Time for laundry?" and "I see you
ATE:ARFUL PROF:~
A STUNNED LAW DAY
dressed
up today.''
BERNE:R SttOCKS
LuNcH~ON TH-AT ~E
The list of ways in which the law has
TH( FACULI Y RaftS
pervaded my life goes on and on. I am
WILL RE.S I~N AS DE.FiN .. ,
certain that my colleagues would be
BY .AJJNOONC IN~
able to cite numerous examples from
MAR6f Tflt CLEAN I~
their own lives. Although they may not
LADY )s RE:T IR~Mf.NT.-,
be able with to define with particularity how legalmania has invaded
their beings . . . they know it when
they see it! ,J acobellis v. Ohio, 378
U.S. 197 (1964) (Stewart, J. con-

The Last Hurrah
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Nader and Equal Justice

.,

to found a grassroots lawyers' organiFor over a decade Ralph Nader has zation based on the one percent
alerted law students to the escape of solution. It is called the Equal Justice
the legal profession from responsi- Foundation.
bility for the quality and quantity of The Equal Justice Foundation is a
justice. In his analysis, law schools are membership organization of lawyers
who tithe and law students who
c~ntral to the problem.
pledge to tithe a small percentage
''Legal education is a highly sophisti- (1% or more) of t~e~r post-law
cated form of mind control that school incomes for a mmrmum of one
trades breadth of vision ... for free- year to promote access to justice ~or
dom to roam in an intellectual environmental and comsumer activcage ... Racialism, the gap between ists, poor persons, minorities and
rich and poor, the seething slums-- women, and other underrepresented
these conditions were brought to the client-groups. E. J. F. is contributorattention of law firms by the illumi- controlled. Members (including law
nation of city riot~ rather than the student members) elect and may run
illumination of concerned intellects. for the Board of Directors.
E.J .F. works on issues ·that are likely
(Nader, pp.20-21, Oct. 11, 1969.)"
to have wholesale impact on access to
Law school curricula, according to justice. Reform of class action. p_roNader, prepare the individual for cedures is one example. By restnctmg
acquisition rather than activism. Tax, federal court jurisdiction over class
corporate, securities, and property actions and imposing unaffordable
law outweigh health, criminal, and notice requirements on plaintiffs
civil rights law. Estate planning initiating 23 (b) (3) class actions, the
courses are universal; environmental Supreme Court has reduced by over
planning courses, until recently, did forty percent the number of. class
action suits brought. The highest
not exist.
Law students study collapRible cor- single category of reduced .filings,
porations but not collapsing tene- accounting for nearly half (46% ) of .
. ments. Even when cooperatives and the total drop, is civil rights federal
non-profit corporations are in the question class actions. The second
casebook, they are absent from the highest category is consumer class
'syllabus. Brief treatment of such legal actions. Ironically, in a time of overtools as mandamus, habeas corpus, crowded court d.j,tkets, the Court
and corporate ''duties'' leaves the effected a large~ale drop in· the use
graduate _unprepared to challenge of a procedural tool designed to save
-illegal actions of government and judicial resource. In response to
private insiitutions. A professional requests from Senate and House
ethics course focuses on issues iiiore committees, E.J.F. members and
appropriate to a trade association than staff Wave analyzed and submitted
to a profession with a monopoly power comments on legislation to reform
over access to justice.
class action notification requirements.
Lawyers control debate in most
E.J.F. has also worked, during its
public forums and, therefore, have first year of existence, ·on legislat.ion
special obligations. Ethical Considera- to liberalize standing-to-sue reqmretion 2-25 of the A.B.A. Code of ments, to privide attorneys' fees for
Professional Responsibility specifies successful litigations that confer subthat '' (t)he basic responsibility for stantial public benefits, and to estabproviding legal services for those lish public participation funding in
unable to pay ultimately rests upon agency proceedings. A special E.J.F.
the individual lawyer ... " E.C. 8-1 committee assisted in the drafting of
states that "(B)y reason of education H.R. 7010, the Corporate Democracy
and experience, lawyers are especially Act. In response to Executive Order
qualified to recognize deficiencies in 12160, E.J .F. submitted sample
the legal system and to initiate guidelines for increasing co~sumer
corrective measures therein. Thus protection to 43 federal agencies and
they should participate in proposing departments.
and supporting legislation and proMost recently, the E.J .F. staff has
grams to improve the system."
initiated a major national organizing
In response to the escape of the legal effort called the National Energy
profession from these obligations, Access Project (NEAP). Citizens'
Ralph Nader joined with other public organizations and individuals around
interest lawy~rs and with law students the country are uniting in NEAP to

Burgman
accepts offer
from Wall Street
•

,
lr

Assistant-Professor Diedre Burgman
has accepted an offer of employment
from the law firm of Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer & Wood in
New York City. Burgman will begin
work after completeing the current
academic year at Valparaiso Unversity School of Law.
The firm's clientele ranges from
multinational industrial corporations,
bamks, investment bankers and other
financial institutions. to hospitals.
About one-half of the firm's attorneys
are engaged in corporate pmctice.
Burgman will be joining the litigation
department.
,,
Among the more notable members of
the firm have been Thomas E. Dewey,
Governor of the State of New York;
Arthur Ballantine, Secretary of the
Treasury; and John M. Harlan,
Justice of the United States Supreme
Court. More recently, members have
served as Ambassador to Portugal,
Counsel to the President, and Chairman of the SEC.
Burgman hopes that the renumeration will make it more feasible for her
to pursue an L.L.M. in the future and
also looks to a possible re-entry into
the teaching profession.

HELP WANTED
A law firm commanding
Position of standing
Requires a general clerk-A man who's admitted
To practice, and fitted
To handle diversified work.
Must know the proceedings
Related to ph~adings
The ways of preparing a brief;
Must argue with unction
The writs of injunction
As well as for legal relief.

fund the presentation of alternative
viewpoints in Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and other energy agency
rulemaking proceedings.
In accordance with the priorities of
its members, E.J.F. conducts legal
reform on the local level as well. Each
law student pledger may designate
that 50% of his/her post law school
tithe will return to the local chapter to
fund locally-initiated access projects.
Through this 50/50 funding scheme, a
successful pledge drive at a law school
provides money for local public interest activity during the following year.
Local E.J .F. projects are already
underway in several cities. In J;J'oston,
for example, law school chapters have
joined together in a project to reform
access to small claims courts.
E .J. F. 's method for financing public
interest law comes at a time of
particular crisis in such funding. A
1976 report of the Council for Public
Interest Law entitled Balancing the
Scales of Justice revealed that (exeluding legal services attorneys) only
600 lawyers in the country worked
full-time in public interest law. The
1975 budgets of all major public
interest law centers throughout the
fifty states totalled less than the
combined revenues of two major Wall
Street law firms.
Among the endorsers of the Equal
Justice Foundation are Ramsey Clark
(former United States Attorney
General), Laurence Tribe (Harvard
Law Professor), Chesterfield Smith
(former President of the A.B.A.), and,
of course, Ralph Nader.
As law schools are central to the
problem, so they are central to the
solution. In proposing an organization
of tithing lawyers, Ralph Nader wrote,
''(A) broader deployment of the legal
profession (is needed) to permit more
lawyers opportunities to work on
lasting system change and to represent clients who are presently s®t
out of our legal system. This is where
law students can make a dramatic
contribution to our country.''
Students at over thirty law schools
around the country are organizing
E.J.F. tithing Pledge Drives. The staff
ofE.J.F. "ADVOCATES" to organize
at law schools. E .J. F. provides to
ADVOCATES comprehensive organizing and issue materials. Interested
students should write or call: The
Equal Justice Foundation, 1333
Connecticut Ave., N.W. #400, ·washington, D.C. 20036, phone--202
452-1267.
Incumbrances, fraud, and duress.
Above are essentials,
The best of credentials,
Required--and handsome physique;
Make prompt application,
Will pay compensation,
Of seventeen dollars a week.
--Franklin W aldhep:n

DANA FELLOWSHIP

The Dana Foundation now offers a
fellowship for a law teacher or recent
law school graduate to spend an
intensive year working on comparaMust form corporation
tive jurisprudence at the UCLA School
And hold consultations
of Law. The fellow will pursue his or
Assuming a dignified mien;
her own interests in collaboration with
Should read each decision
Professor George P. Fletcher. The
And legal provision
range of recommended research inWherever the same may be seen. cludes comparative criminal law, comparative theories of civil liability and
Must analyze cases
comparative legal philosophy.
And get at their basis
The fellow should have solid reading
Should never be idle or slow;
knowledge of German, Russian or
Must manifest learning
Japanese. It would be useful, as well,
In all things concerning
to know another foreign language
The matters referred to below:
used in the legal system of an
advanced industrial society. In view of
Attachments and trials,
the jurisprudential nature of the
Specific denials,
program, an interest in basic quesDemurrers, replies, and complaints; tions of legal theory would serve the
Disbursements, expenses·
fellow well.
And partial defenses,
The stipend for the academic year
Ejectments, replevins, distraints;
1981-82 in Los Angeles will range
from $17,000 to $20,000 depending on
Estoppels, restrictions,
the fellow's qualifications.
Constructive evictions,
For further information, write or call
Agreements, implied and express,
Professor George P. Fletcher, UCLA
Accountings, partitions,
School of Law, Los Angeles, California
·Estates and co~ssioris,
90024 (213) 825-7939.

Letter o
the Editor
·Frederich A.P. Seikert
As the spring semester draws to a
close a number of knee-jerk reactions
present themselves in vivid form.
First-year students murmur about
transferring elsewhere. Second-year
students express concern about the
quality of the education at Valpo and
fear about job prospects for the
summer and upon graduation. Thirdyear students discuss future plans and
indicate how nice it will be once they
finish school. Of most concern to me is
the persistent chatter amongst law
students about their intentions ''not to
give a dime to this place'' upon·
graduation. This viewpoint transcends
class lines and presents a problem to
which I have given much thought. Tl)is
ubiquitous attitude ought to alarm 1all
of us.
One need not have an MBA from
Wharton to recognize the plight of
private education in times of near
double-digit inflation, persistent unemployment and astronomical interest
rates. Indeed, private universities face
a challenge of gigantic proportions in
the years and decades ahead because
of increased demands on leaky
budgets that receive relatively little
support from state and federal governments. Absent government support,
private universities rely heavily upon
alumni contributions for unrestricted
operating funds to make ends meet-or even, in some cases, just to keep the
deficit under control. This is where we,
the students of Valparaiso Law School,
fit in.
.
While I am not going to debate that
our school is not without its problems
and shortcomings, for better or worse,
all of uschose to attend Valpo. We
have been trained to enter an
esteemed, rewarding and, hopefully,
prosperous profession. For this all of
us ought to be at least a little grateful.
It is for this start that all of us should
take it upon ourselves to contribute in
time, money or both as loyal alumni.
While no one should feel obliged to
give $500 per year, $15 or $20 a year is
not an unreasonable expectation. As
fund-raisers at other private universities, notably Notre Dame, have
found out, it is high percentage
participation that breeds a successful
alumni fund; not reliance on the
once-a-century- million dollar gift.
My point is sim:ple; its impact direct.
If all of us, and our predecessors and
followers as well, were to become
habitual contributors, a strong alumni
fund would result. The increased
alumni financial support would ameliorate, at least to some degree, the
myriad of problems that result from a
budget that relies heavily on tuition
income. At the same time, use of
precious endowment dollars would
decrease. While necessarily simplistic,
this scenario highlights the impact that
loyal contributions have on private
education.
A university is only as good as the
students it graduates. Most of us, I am
sure, feel at least a bit of loyalty to our
undergraduate institutions. There is
no need to be any less loyal to our law
school. Once graduated, we are all
alumni of Valparaiso Law School, like
it or not. It is high time that we become
proud of it and support it. Increased
alumni and student support will make
life much easier for those who follow
and give all of us an alma mater of
which we can be proud. Nothing is
better than a personal association with
a strong educational institution. Few
things could look worse than a degree
from a defunct law school--defunct for
want of loyal alumni.
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Organizational Notes
year's donation will be made in the
names of seniors Nora Hudson and
Nancy Easum.

DTP
The Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity
would like to thank all faculty and
students who helped to make the
Faculty Roast a success. In their last
meeting, the members elected the
following officers for next semester:
Dean Maggie Mawby
Vice Dean Alan Funk
Clerk of the Exchequer Bob Arnold
Clerk of the Rolls Colleen Gunder
Master of the Ritual Mark Scarp
Bailiff Jim Dennison

PAD
On Thursday, March 12, Robin
Blumfield, executive secretary of Phi
delta Theta, visited the VU School of
Law, where she met with PAD
members and some interested students.
PAD initiations will be held next
week. For information on PAD, see
Ken Howes or Paul Chael.

WLSA
The Women Law Student Association would like to thank everyone who
participated in and contributed to
their programs and presentations
during the 1980-81 school year. During Law Week WLSA presented
Michael Milsup of Indiana Legal
Services, who spoke on "Prisoners'
Rights ... The Current Trend" with a
reception following. WLSA also held a
Law Week Spring Raffle.
WLSA CONGRATULATES THEIR
NEWLY ELECTED OFFICERS AND
BIDS A FOND FAREWELL TO ITS
OLD OFFICERS:
1981-82
President Elizabeth Cutter
Vice President Kathy Otto
Secretary Pat Marshall
treasurer Karen Beresford
The 1980;81 officers were Vice
President Marge Jent, Secretary Celeste Fase and Treasurer Nora Hudson.
- In an effort to start a new tradition,
WLSA will be donating a reference
book to the library collection in the
name of graduating members. This

PLACEMENT
NOTES

Night Story

First, he makes sure of his face.
It must have dimensions that fade in
daylight,
the back of his head
like the dark side of the moon.

.·

The ·Poet

Next, he learns to follow himself:
His toes lie dazed in wither shoe.
Cynthia Pitts
The source of his breathing remains
unknown.
· Library in Spring
He has nothing to do
with the way it goes
on a day gone still
before him.
when nothing will soften
this fine edge of love,
But the tree guarding her window no balm of snow
will suspect him.
will clear your blood
Its trunk bulging.
or fall sleeping across your skin
and silence only deepnds the blue
He will not wait for her sleep his eyes leave behind,
and its reply
he walks away
of dreams.
the find possibility in a book
and manhood shuffling at his feet
Now
he sharpens his knife
to the shape of a cresent moon: you meet him there
where he has gone
The double blade takes both lungs by to hear the sound of books
surprise,
open and close on words
that slide off the page
letting the scream
settle in her throat.
as he bends to read
He is ready for the strain of her words unravel
line by line letters
mouth,
hang tattered from his hands
its cave-cry.
She is the best he has heard in and slip to the floor
months.
in single file
threading their way to you
Forgetting to close the window, across the room
your back slits down the middle
he leaves
like the spine of a book
the ghost of her breath
fading on the floor.
cracking
His shadow watches him from under a words wide open
street lamp,
following the white stare of his shirt and through the door April sleeps in
through the night
the grass
hundreds of days of dreams aw.a y .
and all the way home.

A note to all law students from the
Placement Office:
Plan on applying to law firms,
agencies, companies, legal services,
etc., sometime in August. I firmly
recommend that you start contacting
them at that time. Most firms,
government agencies and all employers do their planning for fall of the
year and make offers to qualified
applicants before Oct. -15. The latest is
usually Dec . 15.
So get your resume in order.
Revise: Do whatever you need to do to
against capital punishment. Its ultimake yourself look good on paper.
mate goal is to show the Supreme
Them make a selective list of emThe number of prisoners on death Court that the application of the death
ployers in which you are interested row across the country is growing and penalty continues to be discriminatory
and apply to all of them. Write a good so are the problems that face lawyers and racially-biased, contrary to the
cover letter stating your qualifications who specialize in capital defense. Courts 1972 ruling in Furman v.
and other information not included in
''No matter how you look at it, · Georgia that such application violates
your resume and persevere. Knock on capital defense is not a cozy comer of the Eighth Amendment prohibition
some doors, make initial contacts, use the legal profession. The clients are against cruel and unusual punishalumni for advice and information and from the wrong side of the track. The ment.
in general make use of all resources to · money is poor. The emotional toll is In the meantime, it handles cases
great. And, with an even more that are the furthest advanced when
get that job!
--Mildred Kristowski conservative public becoming increas- no one else is available to assist the
Director of Law Placement ingly fearful of crime and violence, the prisoner in his defense.
stance is no longer popular,'' writes
Faye Hamby Goolrick in "Counsel for Many attorneys believe that one of
the Condemned,''
the reasons for the imposition of the
· She notes that these lawyers look death penalty is the quality of legal
forward to the time when public counsel. In order to remedy this, the
If you are a young man born in 1960, 1961 or 1962
opinion once again turns against Team Defense in Georgia and the
capital punishment, influencing state Southern Poverty Law Center in
you will soon be required to regi~ter
statutes on the death penalty. Until Alabama concentrate their work at the
with the Selective Service System.
then, these lawyers concentrate on pretrial and trial levels to guarantee
BEFORE YOU REGISTER* THINl(
litigation and appeals, educational adequate courtroom representation to
ABOUT WHAT IT MEANS* AND
programs for attorneys new to capital poor and black people.
THE OPTIONS OPEN TO YOU.
defense work, and public information ''If you never get people sentenced
YOU CAN:
campaigns.
to death then you don't have to worry
REGISTER by filling out a form with STAY HOME AND NOT lt~lHST.t.at.
The NAACP, sponsor of the National about the death penalty,'' director
your name, address, birthdate and During the Vietnam War an estimated
Defense Fund, is the leading national John Carroll of the Law Center
social security number at a U.S. Post 250,000 young men didn't register for
organization involved in litigation explains.
Office, to be entered in a computer. the draft and were never identified. If
No requests for deferments or exemp- identified, you may be treated as a
''late registrant" and be given anothtions would be considered at this time.
er
chance to register. Or you could be
If Congress later approves a return to
the draft you could be called to report arrested and prosecuted. SEE BELOW.
for induction into the armed forces.
RESIST THE DRAFT SYSTEM by
f. Almost everybody who lives· south
Besides an attempt by a religious
·publicly refusing to register. Submit a
letter in advance, or simply appear fanatic to ban a book about whores of Routes 12 and 20 would have worn
and state your refusal to cooperate. from the County Library, the news gray during the Civil War if given the
NOthing may happen right awaY. --B- from Porter County this year was very choice;
g. But, Indiana has a progressive
ut you would be subject to arrest and slow. Now I know how a Maytag
divorce
law.
repairman
feels.
Beofre
the
year
prosecution. Maximum penalty for
2. Salaries for clerks in Lake and
failure to comply with selective serv- ended, however, I wanted to share the
Porter
County
SIGN UP AS A CONSCIENTIOUS
ice laws is five years in jail and-or a following tidbits with you.
are
competitive
with
workers
at
Burger
OBJECTOR to war. Although Con$10,000 fine.
gress refused to provide a place on the NEED MORE INFORMATION? Need
1. If you think you want to stay in King.
3. I am not, nor was I ever ''Dear
registration form to indicate whether
to talk it over before making a
Indiana and practice, think of this:
Third
Year.''
you are a C.O., you can write, "I
decision? Trained draft counselors are
a. Indiana ranks 49th in amounts
4.
Playboy's
"The Girls of Kokomo",
object to war'' across the form.
available to help you. Feel free to call
given for workmen's compensation;
which
the
editor
of this newspaper
Selective Service will not consider
with any questions. Keep yourself
b. Indiana ranks 49th in amounts
swears he knows, was a major letclaims of conscientious objectors until
informed.
awarded for wrongful death;
classifications of registrants is reFOR MORE INFORMATION write:
c. The appellate reversal rate is under down.
5. Professional Responsibility was
sumed, but you can document your
Student Committee for Peace and
2 per cent;
beliefs by writing a statement explainJustice
d. The state bankruptcy exemptions more of a letdown than ''The Girls of
Kokomo.''
ing your opposition to war and
3003 Benham Avenue
ranks 43rd;
Dave Chidester
sending _it to a group listed below.
e.
Unemployment compensation
Elkhart, IN 46517
Porter County News Editor
ranks among the lowest in the country;

NAACP Takes On
Capital Punishment
ABA

REGISTRATION is no joke!

Porter County News:

'The Girls of Kokomo'

..__ _ _ _ _ Paid Politicial Advertisement-----..
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Martz' Parting Comments
"The law school has changed
dramatically since I've been here.
There's been some good changes in
the non-human factors: salaries,
equipment, staff, placement. All
those are very important. But we're
losing one vital aspect that made this
law school unique. And that's spirit.
''It's a certain comeraderie among
faculty and among students. And
!between faculty and students. It's still
~hat warmth and caring that's important. It manifests itself in people
willing to put forth a lot of effort for the
common good of the community. It's
the desire to maximize the learning
experience, to take limited resources
. . . we can't buy happiness, and we
can't buy excellence. Yes, you need
certain levels of resources, but when
that gets out of focus, when by

Court of Appeals
Comes to Val Para I. SO
--Sally Schalk
The Valparaiso School of Law court
room was the scene for two oral
arguments for the Indiana Court of
Appeals recently. Presiding judges
included Eugene N. Chipman, George
Hoffman Jr., and Robert H. Staton.
The first was a civil case, Durakool,
Inc. v. Mercury Displacemenf Industries, Inc., et al., which involved
the alleged appropriation of trade
secrets. In an appeal from the St.
Joseph Circuit Court, David R.
Melton, Attorney for Appellant,
argued that the granting of summary
judgement was inappropriate, claiming that there remained genuine issues
of material fact.
The second was a criminal case in
which Max Cohen, Attorney for
Appellant, questioned the trial court's
allowing cross-examination concerning
the defendant's alleged sexual relationship with a particular person. The
defendant, Constantine Parker, was
found guilty of involuntary manslaug~ter in Porter Superior Court,
followmg what Cohen called an
"Allen charge" to the jury which he
said was an erroneous instruction. The
State of Indiana denied that the
instruction was an ' 'Allen charge.''
Students attending the oral arguments may have found a bigger crowd
than usual in the court room, and a few
more laughs than they might expect in
the Indiana Court of Appeals. Arguments and questions by the judges
were well-presented, and there was an
element of spontaneity which made it
an interesting experience for court
room newcomers.
The judges were acquainted with all
attorneys present, and informed the
students that they had deliberately
chosen ''good attorneys'' for the
arguments at Valpo, which were
followed by a question and answer
session for the students' benefit.

numbers we feel like we can reach
some level of excellence . . . I don't
know, you just can't reach the best
without that human spirit . . . .
"I've gotten out of teaching the
satisfaction of seeing people develop.
I've seen people reach hijher levels of
their potential. It's good knowing I've
been part of it and trppreciated. The
greatest is stud~nts rturning and
thanking me. That's a certain feeling
you can't get anywhere else. It's just a
great experience . . . ''
Frankly, I'm stunned. Inadequacies
in his publishing supposedly kept
Hugh from getting tenure. Like he said
about evaluating students, as far as
profs go, ''There should be alternative
means of evaluation.'' Numbers just
aren't going to cut it.

Bugliosi talks shop
--Debby Wildhage

At the law day luncheon on April3,
Vincent Bugliosi, noted author and
prosecutor of Charles Manson, con.
Briefs and transcripts were also firmed what legal educators have
available for students' examination. At been telling their students for years,
one point in Cohen's argume.nt Judge "There is no substitute for preparaChipman interjected a question to tion.'' Bugliosi saki that preparation
which Cohen replied, "I knew you was the key to su.e-cessful trial work as
were going to ask that question, Your well as the ll-ey to success in law
Honor." The Judge said, "And you're school. Unfortunately, many attorneys
glad!" Cohen said, "No, I'm not!" are poorly prepared when they go into
The three judges gave pointers for court to try a case. Bugliosi cited this
students with upcoming oral argu- as paradoxical because most of them
ments. Judge Hoffman said, "If you have a good faith belief that they are
can get done in only 15 minutes ... do ready to represent their clients adeit! Never invite questions from the quately.
bench." He added, "Never be afraid
Beyond the usual pre-trial investigato say you're unprepared to argue a tion, Bugliosi mentioned two other
particular point raised by the bench.
factors which are essential to effective
I'd always rather hear an honest 'I'm trial performance. The first is the
not prepared , , ,' "
attorney's ability to reduce his knowJudge Staton described two kinds of ledge of the case into a coherent,
benches, ''hot benches'', fo.r which persuasive presentation. The second
attorneys must know their briefs inside correlative factor is the manner in
and out, because the judges will, and which the case itself is put before the
"cold benches." Judge Staton said, jury. Committing thoughts to paper is
''The judges on 'cold benches' haven't the best way that an attorney can
read the briefs. Ironically, Florida' s assure that he will be well-prepared,
full of them.'' Judge Staton said he according to Bugliosi. By writing out
has seen 1500-page briefs, with as questions and arguments, one is able
many as 73 issues. Such complicated to polish his thoughts, creating a more
cases cannot be tackled in their forceful presentation.
entirety in the 30 minute time period
After Bugliosi discussed trial preallowance for oral arguments.
paration, he talked about the various
Judge Hoffman said it is common to stages of the trial itself, from jury
choose one issue for oral argument, selection to final summation. He
saying that the written brief is the dispelled some popular myths about
most important element. "You may trial work such as the ability of an
not even get an opportunity for oral . a~to~ey to select a jury f~vorable to
argument. The clear concise definitive his client based on such thmgs as the
brief is the secret to 'cases on' appeal.'' pro.spec~ive juror's sex, ag~ .an.d
Judge Chipman reminded students nationality. As far as Bugliosi IS
that a busy lawyer's preparation time co~cerned, jury sel~ction involves ~ne
for a case on appeal is considerably third art and skill, and two-thrrds
less, in most instances, than a member guesswork. Needless to say, the
of the moot court team's, for example. Manson prosecutor did not advise
''It is not uncommun for an attorney cou~s~l to rely on obtaining a sympato be notified of an appeal 2 V2 weeks thetic JUry panel.
before the hearing." He added,
Wit~ ~e~pe~t to direct examination,
"Remember the Indian that walks in Bughos1 mdicated that an open attianother's shoes. Students have other tude toward the admission of evidence
classes .
attorneys have other is extremely beneficial. Primarily! if an
cases.''
attorney is not too anxious about

keeping evidence from the jury, he
conveys the impression thP.t his goal is
to seek the truth and that neither he
nor his client has anything to hide. A
second benefit to the open attitude is
that damaging evidence is somewhat
diluted. The jury tends to believe that
even unfavorable evidence cannot be
that weighty if it is brought out in
court with no objection.
Bugliosi challenged two maxims of
cross-examination, namely, ''Do not
ask a question that you do not know
the answer to'' and ''Never ask a
witness · why he did ~~ething.''
Cross-examining a witnes~s a valuable tool for gaining new information
and Bugliosi only commented that one
should avoid the unknown in critical
matters. Similarly, the "why" question is a valuable means of impeaching
a witness, but it must be used
properly. Before asking a witness why
he took a certain course of action,
Bugliosi urged that counsel must get
the witness to commit himself. This is
achieved by preliminary questioning
directed at what course of action one
would be expected to take under the
circumstances. Then the witness
should be asked what course of action
he did take (assuming that this is
different from what is normally ex_pected). Only after this groundwork
has been completed, should the
lawyer ask a witness on crossexamination, ''Why?''
Final summation is critical, Bugliosi
told the audience, in close cases. It is
always important. Many attorneys
underestimate its importance, relying
on memory and their acting ability to
get them through. Here, as in all
phases of the trial, thorough preparation is essential. Bugliosi stated that
one's opponent will stress all the
weaknesses in one's case. He
suggested that one should have five to
six responses planned. Final summation should be viewed as a speech.
The attorney is well-advised to be very
familiar with his notes. A pad of paper,
a pencil and two hundred hours of
work alone can enable one to meet the
toughest competition.

LEXIS finally arrives; ·
lessons begin soon
Computerized research has finally
made its way to Wesemann Hall.
LEXIS is currently on display in the
library reserve room.
According to head librarian Matt
Downs, a schedule has been set up for
training on the new terminal. lntereste: students can sign up in the
library office.
The law school is renting LEXIS
under a one-year lease. The cost is
$1500 per month, according to Downs.
This cost includes the terminal, a
printer, the communicatitm cost of an
FXD line from ValparDfso to Chicago
and continuing main~nance.
Also included with LEXIS is a
simulator on whiq!i law students will
learn how to us~'the new equipment.
The simulator 4tstruction period takes
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about an houv for a student to learn
how to ,,us~ LEXIS, according ~~
Downs. If .mybody has trouble with
a search 1 would be glad to help
them," Downs said.
Down~ also announced that a representative from WESTLA W will be
coming to the law school to demonstrate their system to students. The
representative will also be available to
answer student's questions on book
prices.
The search still continues for an
assistant librarian to take the place of
Amber Lee Smith, who resigned this
year to take a position with the
Oklahoma University Law Library.
Downs expects to fill the position by
this summer.
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SBA officers Mark Bates, Brenda Gorski and
Sherie Hampshire pose with prosecutor VINCENT
Runlin~i
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Letters to the Editor

Say goodnight, Brenda,

-

Photo by Joe Walczyk
Students pack the courtroom tor
meeting with Asst. Dean Farago.

Valparaiso University law students
will no longer have the opportunity in
their third year to gain trial experience by working with Indiana State
Prosecutors' offices. This new, restrictive policy was not communicated to
the student body until a student
grievance committee made it an issue.
Here's how the policy surfaced.
Last January a job notice went up on
the student lounge bulletin board. The
Placement Office wanted students to
know that the Starke County Prosecutor's Office was looking for an
intern. The job sounded promising
even though it would involve a 30
minute drive to the town of Knox. It
offered courtroom experience.
The law school made one of its offices
available for Assistant Prosecutor
Edward diersen to interview potential
interns. Diersen, a 1980 graduate of
Valpo, talked with several interested
students. His office could pay $4.50 an
hour throug: a federal program and
would give third-year law students a
chance to try cases under the supervision of the prosecutor. Two students
were invited to the prosecutor's office
in Knox for an additional interview.
Each assumed one of them would get
the job. But there was a slight hitch. In
order to represent a party in court,
according to Indiana law, the_ law
student must first be certified by the
law school dean. Enter John Farago, .
Assistant Dean of the law school.
Farago informed the student applicants that any courtroom experience
desired by law students would have to
be obtained by enrolling in the Valpo
clinic program. In fact, Farago contended it would be ''unethical'' for the
law school to certify a student to
appear in court on behalf of the State
of Indiana. He claimed that such
certification would be in violation of
Rule 2.1, Bar Admission Rules and
Student Practice Rules, as adopte<J by
the Supreme Court. Farago failed to
mention, however, that section (4) of
that rule states, ''Representation shall
be limited to persons financially
unable to employ counsel or to the
State of Indiana or any governmental
agency'' (emphasis added).
When confronted with this obvious
contradiction in his reasoning, Farago
nearly shouted, "What kind of
statutory interpretation is that? You'd
get thrown out of any courtroom in the
country with garbage like that.'' So
what could possibly be unethical about
interning for a state prosecutor?
Farago pointed to section (2) of Rule
2.1, which states that the student must
be participating in a program "conducted by the law school.'' Farago
neglected to mention, however, the
following words of (2), "pursuant to
guidelines jointly developed by the law
schools . . . '' The fact is, the law
schools have not developed joint
guidelines.
·
Notre Dame University Law School
has a program for its students to place
them as courtroom interns with prosecutors, public defenders and legal
services offices. Ronald Soskin,
professor in charge of clinical programs at Notre Dame, said his school's
programs have been popular and
successful. "We have five students .
working for the prosecutor's office in
South Bend and several in Michigan.
We're totally committed," Soskin
added, ''to g~tting our _students ex-

grievance

posed to practical applications of te
law and we're working hard to tie
these experiences in with their law
school experience.''
''Farago objected to what he referred
to as ''farming out students all over
the place'' on the grounds that proseGutors would not properly supervise
students. When asked if it wasn't the
prosecutor who has the most direct
interest in the student's performance,
Farago indicated that all the prosecutors were interested in was lightening their personal worklpad. Of
course, the assistant dean backed off
on that overstatement when questioned further but he left no doubt
about his underlying attitude: only law
professors are capable of supervising
law students. Query: can one professor
adequately supervise a tax class of
more than 100 students?
-

As the 1980-81 school year draws·to a Millie Kistowski were Placement Com- .
close, an opportunity should be taken mittee members including Diane Detto recognize students who have con- j___en and Tom Vater.
tributed to the every day operations of Representatives on Student/Faculty
our law school community. I would Committees were: Jeff Eggers, Adparticularly like to thank the individu- missions; Mabel Johnson, Re-Admisals who have served the Student Bar sions and Petitions; John Marnocha,
Association this past year.
Curriculum; and Ray Merritt, Library.
· The Fall semester began with warm, Bruce Groulx and Dennis Meyer
welcomes and advice for enthusiastic, represented the entire student body at
somewhat anxious first-year students full faculty meetings.
as they entered the world of legal
education. Lisa Paunicka and Eldon
Stoops -co~chaired- the-- 6rientation- Special thanks to the SBA Executive
Board; first year class representaCommittee, assisted by several second tives--Jeff
Cosby, Steve Smits, and· and third year students.
Mark Weller; second year reps--John
Throughout the year, Social Commit- Laszlo
and AI Pogel; and third year
tee, chaired by Mark Van Epps,
Lienhoop, Mike Massa,
coordinated attitude adjustment e- reps--Mark
and
Roy
Portenga.
These individuals
vents, including Cosmos parties for all were responsible for
much of the
occassions. Recognition also goes to '' dirty'' work SBA has to
such as
you, AI, and Dave Heidorn, Associate getting vending refunds fordo,
those
Editor, and your staff for your work on "lost" at Little Las Vegas in who
the
The Forum editions.
student
lounge,
working
the
bok
American Bar Association/Law Stuand handling locker rentals
dent Division activities were brought exchange,
and
ticket
sales. Most importantly,
to us through the efforts of ABA/LSD
these
individuals
were the decisionCommittee and representatives Joe
makers
for
the
students
at-large.
Wolczyk and Tim Patula. Kathy Rad- To my Administrative Board;
ford has been handling arrangements zin Garcia, Treasurer; Mark TonatBates,
for pictures, caps and gowns, and the Secretary; and Sherie Hampshire,
end-of-law school party for graduates,
in her capacity as Third Year Steering Vice-president, "thank you" isn't
Coordinator. Grievances were ad- enough to express my personal
dressed by committee members: Doug feelings for all the assistance you've
Baiers, Scott Jordan, Stan Hafferman, provided this year · B.ren d a L--. G-ors
and Tony Manzanetti; and assisting
SBA President, 1980-81
ki•

Many of the 1deas l had begun to condescending lawyers evince a disformulate in law school concerning the respect or indifference for their
legal profession, the concept of justice, client's plight which belies the concern
the purpose of the law, etc., have been they hypocritically feign before others
more lucidly crystalized to me through
my inceptive but very instructive job ~ & outlook
as a judicial clerk, bailiff and judge pro Q)
..c:
tern for the county courts in Elkhart, -~
C>
Indiana.
•::J
I share these discoveries here, not to .....
-8~~0
imply that you have never thought
(0
them through yourselves, nor to
..0
suggest that I enjoy a monopoly on the
buddy
liiterestingly, Rule 2.1 states in
right answers. But perhaps presenting
se'ction (3) that the law student shall be
some of these issues will prompt some
supervised ''by a member of the bar of reflection now that may obviate a bit of Buddy Balogh is a 1980 graduate of the
this state.'' There is nothing in the
frustration and misdirection as you Valparaiso University School of Law. He was
rule that states only law school
take up a career in the legal profes- 1979-80 editor of The Forum.
professors can supervise certified
sion. Some of the things I have
students. Farago has taken an already
learned:
in open · court. ThRnkfully, such
strict statute and constricted it even
(1) Though the law school experience travesties are infrequent, at least in
further to make it impossible for Valpo . is a nearly indispensible device for Elkhart. Still, the adage that ''those
students to get trial experience outside
learning the law and developing the who enjoy sausage and the law should .
the clinic. The assistant dean's staturequisite analytical mind, it is grossly not watch either being made" pos- .
tory interpretation makes it look like
ill-equipped (at least when I attended) sesses a disquieting ring of truth.
he needs to go back into the classroom to teach the art of honestly securing a (5) There is no compelling reason to
himself for a little bruch-up review.
client's trust and confidence. Every- assume that the fundamental princiWhat about an independent study thing from a genuine concern for the pies of justice and practical morality
program for the student who can land client as a person to the billing are any less precise than the ruma job with a prosecutor's office and is techniques you will implement in your ments of any other field of thought,
willing to find a faculty representative
practice will determine whether your such as psychology, political science,
to help supervise the effort? Farago's client, rightly or wrongly, views you as mathematics, etc. Specifically, justice
bottom line, ''If you want practical an honest lawyer or a shyster. These is not some untouchable, nebulous
experienc-e, sign up for the clinic.''
things, along with proper office apparition, hopelessly amorphous in
What about the process previously management, you will have to learn on substance. Rather, its principles are at
employed by the school whereby the
your own after you graduate.
.}east concrete en ough to provide a
student could get certified through the
(2) Invariably, a clients legal problem bedrock guideline for properly metclinic and then do his clinical work for
is merely a surface manifestation of ing out equity on a case-by-case basis.
prosecutors' offices? Without explana- much deeper, more important mala'rhe IQ.Ost irational, aJ!d the deadliest,
tion, that process has been discondies, be they social, marital, psy- decision we in the profession can make
tinued.
chological, or whatever. Although we, is to assume that there are no
The problem with the clinic option is
as attorneys, cannot be ''all things to immutable principles of right and
the uncertain future of the clinic. Who - all people," ("Hey, I'm a lawyer, not a wrong, nor any basic heirarchy of
will run it? Why was the professor who psychologist."), we are being utterly values (for example, man is more
developed the program denied tenure? irresponsible if we fail to concern valuable than property), independent
Will professors in the clinic begin to ourselves with other co-existing of the vicissitudes of economy,
use mre simulated situations instead avenues of help for the individual, if politics, and the myriad social insti- 1
of live cases? What does the only to suggest these to the client. Our tutions which inevitably touch our lives
''invisible'' Dean Ehren think about first service is to people, not to the . every day.
these issues? Finding answers to these , profession.
(6) The structure and practice of the
questions would make for a healthy
(3) In my job I have had occasion to legal system breeds an esotericism
exercise in ~~esti_gative journalism. _ work with the staffs of both th~ public .which effectively renders the system
There is a proposal before the curdefender's and the prosecutor's of- inaccessible to the layperson. But this
riculum committee which would allow fices, and have objectively witnessed same esotericism can infect and vitiate
third-year students to take advantage the day-to-day dealings between them. a lawyer's instinct for a common
of internships with prosecutors and Although the attorneys involved seem, sense, gut-level feeling of justice. So,
public defenders' offices. If you feel
for the most part, to conscientiously often, the result is-· that a layperson
Valparaiso University should not .- seek iustice~ inexnlicahle bickering needs a lawyer to get justice done, but
obstruct the legal education of its : rivalries sometimes cloud that goal. .. that lawyer has long since lost the
students and rob them of their legal ·when that happens, the d.etenuWit definition of justice in the clutter of
right to gain courtroom experience
suffers, his hQIW19r aju,s_tgj~9sition _ erudition.
outside the clinic, see these members
felled in the cross-fire of mutual In fact, I have noticed that some of
of the curriculum committee: Paul
antagonism.
the wisest decisions rendered in court
Brietzke, Ivan Bodensteiner, Bert
(4) Some of the behind-the-scenes have been those of a jury, with the
Goodwin, Bruce Berner, David Meyers
dealings that lead to judicial decisions attorneys and judge present merely to
and student representative John
are enough to quell the fervor of even insure technical compliance with proMamocha.
the most idealistic members or cedural formalities.
--Buddy Balogh
--Mark P~ul Smith
observers of the profession. The more
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Thank You Jackie
Maybe I'm biased since I was one of
the speakers, and as dean of the frat, I
had a lot to do with putting the mess
on. But I feel this year's faculty roast
had to be the best ever.

Perhaps our roastmaster, Prof.
Berner was a little annoyed by the late
start--after all, he was sitting in the
bathroom in his swim trunks and skull
cap for half an hour waiting to make
his appearance as "Uncle John". But
our line-up of guest speakers (including myself) all wanted to take in a bit
of refreshment before we stood up in
front of 200 people and made fools of
ourselves. I was pretty well lubricated
by the time I was called upon to recite,
thanks to the double Seven-andSevens which were being supplied by
Kurt "Thank you Jackie" Chichowski,
our bartender and part-time heckler.
Our guest of honor, Dean Farago was
lauded by ex-VU Prof. Doug Kmiec for
transforming a small, relatively unknown law school into an expensive
and overcrowded, small, relatively unknown law school. After a careful
dissection, Jackie Liemer advised the
Dean that if there were any hard
feelings, perhaps he could pull up a
couple of chairs for himself so they
could talk it over. He was also
congratulated for being a light eater
(as soon as it's light, he starts to eat).
After these compliments were exchanged, the cheap shots began, but
it's best not to go into those.
Besides Professor Berner's artful
entrance and introductions, I believe

there were three distinct highlights in
the show.
One was the video tape of John's
appearance on Jay Levine's Friday
Night's Show, which was played for
the audience mid-way through the
evening. Seeing John concoct such
delicacies as Twinkie Colada, cold oreo
soup, spam pate and hamster on a
stick was humerous enough, but the
look on Jay Levine's face as he actually
sampl~d these rareties was priceless.
Of course no faculty roast would be
complete without its musical extravaganza. Years ago, for Dean Meyer's
roast it was ' 'I wish I were an Alfred
Meyer hot dog.'' For Professor
Gromley it was "I'm proud to be a
Chuckie from Kentucky.'' A few years
back, Professor Bartelt's sing-a-long
for roastee Stevenson was the hit.
For the past two years we have had
the pleasure to hear the original
compositions of Smith. Arnold and Al
"Scruggs" Meyer. This year they
outdid themselves with ''Oh, Farago''
("Law school's a rodeo, and you're
riding the Bull'') as well as an encore
presentation of "Burn 'em up Bruce
Berner.'' Finally the Berner-Meyer
team-up on the classic sing-a-long ''In
the Law School '' to the tune of ' 'The
Lion (Dean Farago) Sleeps Tonight."
With those tight trunks on, it was no
problem for Bruce Berner to hit those
high notes.
The only thing that could possibly
follow such a performance was the wit
of our honored guest, Dean Farago.
Even as the guest speakers cast their
barbs, Farago was busily scribbling
his rebuttal. He then proceeded to
dish it out: on Willis: "A man who
gives a lie to the phrase sober as a
judge." On Goodwin: "The man who
put the hemlock back into the Socratic
method.'' On Leimer: ''A Law Review
editor who disdains mere elitism.''
The fraternity has video taped the
entire roast, and is accepting sealed
bids from any interested student,
faculty member or administrator. For a
nominal fee, any speaker who would
like to have their portion erased
(including the muttered obcene comments picked up by the desk mikes)
can contact a member of DTP.
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For those of you who missed the first
(hopefully to be annual) ABA/Law
Student Division Pie Pitch, better luck
next time. You missed the ''creme de
la creme.'' The ABA/LSD committee
extends a hearty thanks to all the
recipients and assailants. Donations of
$30 were given to the Porter County
Association for Retarded Citizens.
Special thanks to Prof. Berner,
Brietzke and Meyer. Thanks also to
Mark Bates, Ed Biondi, Roy Coffey,
Brenda Giorski, Shari Hampshire, Ray
Merritt, Tim Patula, Tom Sciortino,
Peggy Stamper, Joe Walczyk and last
but not least, AI Zimmerman.

Oh Dean Farago

'You're Riding the Bull'
And if that's true you're a garbage
can.
When John gets dressed in the
morning
He gets his exercise
Stuffin' himself into an extra large
It's a wonder he can close his eyes.
Well, big John likes his junk food
He likes his oreo soup
After twinkies, hot dogs, and Hershey
bars,
He's too big for a hula hoop.

Prof. Paul Cox and Asst. Dean Farago snare qu1ps
at the DTP Faculty Roast.
·

Oh, Dean Farago
Law School's a rodeo
and you're ridin' the Bull.
You're the man in the middle
(and oh, what a middle!)
But you won't fall, cause you got your
hands full.
Dean Farago te~ches ethics
He likes his own the most
Pretty soon he'll be callin' on you
He's a frustrated talk show host
(Here's Johnny!)

The musical team of Arnoid, Meyer and Smith
pe,tform. "Oh, Dean Farago."

WATCH

AND
JEWELRY
REPAIR
DIAMONDS* WATCHES* JEWELRY
. 23 ~i;ncolnwa.y Valparaiso, _IncL.

.Phone .462-5931 .

Once there was an Assistant Dean
Named John Farago
His hair was long, but he was mostly
bald
When John does his public speaking
He looked high, but he sure stood low. Law students know they're stuck
He never solves their problems
Cause he's always passin' the buck.
He came to Valparaiso
(Pass one)
to change legal education
But it changed him in a hurry
Oh, Dean Farago
Like a visit to the police station.
Law School's a vaudeville show
And you're sellin' tickets.
Oh, Dean Farago
The seats are gone, but you don't care,
Law School's a game you know
You'll pack 'em in most anywhere.
And you're the referee
Callin' the fouls like you can't see
But John's not quite a lawyer
You must think law school is free.
He hasn't even passed the Bar
But there aren't many bars he'll pass
Dean Farago once wrote a book
When he's drivin' his Honda car.
About all the food he ate
With every copy that you buy
So pity the first-year students
You get a bottle of Kaopectate.
With expectations high
Once they meet the man in charge
John was once a Harvard man
They're gonna break right down and
Got an M.A.T. to boot.
cry.
Now he eats his Hostess pies
In a three-piece suit.
Oh, Dean Farago
Oh, Dean Farago
Tell us all you know
(We've got a minute)
You've got so far to go
Your mind may be dirty,
And you better get goin'
You are what you eat said a wise old But your hands are clean
man
Hiding behind the invisible Dean.
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We now come to my favorite team of
the year, the LIZARD KINGS. This is a
team premised on having fun and not
winning. Coach Doug Almer and Asst.
Coach Paul Vance explained to me the
team's philosophy in an axclusive
interview.
than necessary. This team scores
In the words of the late, great Jim
quickly and then leaves the victims Morrison, for whom the team is
with nothing but memories.
named, we ''specialize in having fun,''
they said. Their record is a paltry 4-8,
but this does not reflect their spiritual
I was told they only believe in
comprehensive record.
' 'spiritual victories'' and that spiritually they are undefeated. They believe in
a higher plane than the standard, and
present an alternative to the elitist IM
~
;:!
- - en attitude of winning. "We believe in an
altered state of consciousness, and try
to attain it at every game," they said.
It is certain to me they are legends in
Our other unbeatable team is the their own minds and fully believe they
terror of the V-ball court, the KEELER can spiritually beat anyone. They
STOMPERS. These guys are ravishing proved this by revealing that in one
the teams they play without mercy, particular set of games, they could
and are enjoying it as well. They are have forced a three game forfeit upon
led by Mike ''Big Man'' Clark, Steve
"Long and Thin" Holwerda, and Brad
"Stretch" Salmon. An awesome set of
spikers who never even give the
opponents time to regain their composure. Look for big things from these
guys in the playoffs as long as they
don't let their reputation go to their
heads and choke and blow it.

Monkees On Top;
Lizards On Bottom
The IM season IS nearing its end, but
our softball and volleyball .teams are
not letting up. We have been blessed
with two unbeatable teams and a
"real winner" as well.
On the unbeatable side we havet the
kings of the softball, the MONKEY
SPANKERS. Formerly known as Nocturnal illusion, they now dream of day
ball games instead.
This team is a fabulous blend of law
st udents who produce the runs that
keep their opponents going and the
scorekeeper scrambling for more
paper. In their first outing, they
outpumped Wehrenburg ill 34-6.
Seven out of their ten players muscled
up home runs, while the rest scored
the -hard way~ lt. .fias been said that
this group mig!!t be the first law school
ball team t,·go all the way this year.
Team roe'hlber Vic Fitz cites the team's
forte tis offensive strength and desire
and I know some young ladies who
would certainly agree with him. They
only needed four innings to tear the
pants off their rivals, but then they
never did believe in taking any longer
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LARGEST WINE SELECTION IN
NORTHWEST INDIANA

Kessler's, fifth's $
Pabst Beer. case
Imported German Wine
Carrlei Wine red & rose
Petri Wine half gal.
Philadelphia Burbon qt.
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Bar

And

.

OPEN MON. THRU THURS. 8A.M.

4.95
4.81
2.88
2.84
2.31
5.1 o

IIP.M.

FRI. & SAT. 8A.M •. MIDNIGHT

AT THE TRIANGLE

1906 E. Lincolnway

Valparaiso

I
I

Cf3ank • • •

Phone 464-9641

NORTHERN INDIANA BANK ( _ , )
and TRUST COMPANY
VAlPARAISO • KOUTS • BURNS HARBOR • HEBRON
b F
mem er .D.I.C.

a business dedicated to Chri~tian principles
where shopping is a real pleasure ·
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their opponents, who showed up late.
They instead elected to play and were
quickly trounced. Fortunately, this did
not phase them because ''spiritually,
we killed them,'' said Ulmer. Vance
added, ''Spiritually they didn't stand a
chance.'' ''We concede we won't make
the playoffs, but spiritually we are the
best team there ever was," he said.
It is evident to me that this team is
certainly the best spiritual team the
law school has ever manned. Their
pre-game warm-up is unsurpassed and
their post-game locker room meetings
are quite an event. I therefore award
them
the Ed Biondi Spiritual Team of
1
·the Year Award. This prize package
sonsists of an engraved vase-shaped
trophy, a free trip to either Columbia,
Alcapulco, or Panama, and pre-printed
"Biondi does it in his briefs" patches
and bumper stickers for each LIZARD
KING. CongratulatioiMt~ys, you have
reached the highest leVl:!l of sportsmanship and I hope you will 'CQntinue
your performance in the future.
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THU~SDAY:
& FRIDAY
APRIL
23 & 24
We're having a real
sale on a real treat.
Three thick layers of
real hot fudge and
crisp, crunchy peanuts.
With cool and creamy
DAIRY QUEEN® soft serve
in between. The Peanut
Buster Parfait. Now only
7'7¢ at your participating
DAIRY QUEEN® store.
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